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High UV Stability

Organic Farming

Tearing resistanceLight diffusion

Hole Size

What else

Other details

DURAPOLS® Agro 20x10 is a covering fabric for a wide range 
of greenhouses. It´s hole size is smaller than in DURAPOLS® 
Agro 16x10 increasing insulation level. It is used for blocking 
aphids, thrips, white flies and leafminers. It is usually insta-
lled on the sidewalls and frontwalls, in the first 3-4 meters high 
from the ground due to the higher presence of insects from the 
statistic point of view 

There are 2 alternatives of this 

fabric:  DURAPOLS® Agro 16x10 
and DURAPOLS® Agro 21x11.
Depending on Relative Humidity 
conditions or Ventilation needs 
we will pick on or other type.
It is used to make inner walls in-
side the greenhouses or to co-
ver antechambers to get into the 
greenhouses or nethouses.

Windbreak  protectionBreathable 
fabric.

Sunshade protectionLower evapotranspi-
ration

Better environment for the 
plant

It is quite used in all those greenhouses and nethouses  areas in the world, where pest levels are high 
enough to constitute a threat for the crops.

Overview

DURAPOLS®  AGRO  20X10
Anti thrips /  Anti aphids / Anti virus net / 50 Mesh

White fly, thirips, 
aphids ,leafminer
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ºº PALLETISATION:
  

>STANDARD ROLLS:

Widths: Up to 2,50 m

Lenght: 100 ML

Each pallet 25 Ud       

  

>STANDARD ROLLS:

Widths: From 3,00 to 5,00 m

Length: 100 ML

Each pallet: 12 Ud  (folded)     

  
Other lenghts and widths 

subjected to other configurations

For other different color, please ask the Sales Depart-
ment. Combination of colors either in warp or weft 
available in order to the get the appropiate tone and 
shading rate desired.

Standard rolls from 0,50 m  up to 5,20  m. 
Standard lengths: 100 m, up to 1000 m (jumbo).
Tailored-made rolls available over 5 meters 
made up with Sewing Line Machine for Big jum-
bo wich allows a good finishing for the rolls.

For other different color please ask the Sales Depart

Transparent, Grey, Black, Green, Beige,etc.

Standard and Jumbo rolls: Cardboard cores, retractable film and adhesive tracking labels

DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING:
Jumbo rolls loaded directly into trucks or containers.
Standard rolls palletized.

Color Range Sizes
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Packaging

DURAPOLS®  AGRO  20X10
Anti thrips /  Anti aphids / Anti virus net / 50 Mesh
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